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ThunderBolt® Storm Detector
Advanced Storm Detection in the Palm of Your Hand

BG521 ThunderBolt® Storm Detector $598.95

75-mile storm detection range
Warning modes: Over 50 text messages via 2"x16" LCD 
display, red LED warning light, audible tone
Operating life: 45,000 hours
120VAC / 220VAC Low-noise AC adapter or 9V battery
Dimensions: 6.4"x3.4"x1.5"
Ship. wt. 1 lb.

Specify color: Yellow or black

If you hear thunder, forget counting...It's already too late! Thunderstorms and deadly
lightning can suddenly come out of nowhere, catching anyone off guard and 
unprepared. The fact is, when you hear thunder, you're already in range of a lightning
strike. With Spectrum Electronics ThunderBolt® Storm Detector, you'll be warned to
take shelter long before you’re in danger! ThunderBolt® is not a weather alert radio and
requires no cellular signals or any type of radar. ThunderBolt® technology is self-
contained, “the science is in your hand”. ThunderBolt® gathers data independently of
any other weather information source. Used and trusted
worldwide, ThunderBolt® is the Ultimate in storm detection
technology.

WindMate™ 300 Wind Meter
The first wind meter with a humidity sensor that never needs calibration, the extensive
features of this unit makes it the first choice for outdoor professionals as well as fire and
industrial management. It is equipped with a backlight and measures wind direction
and cross, head/tall wind. The wind vane and jackknife case assure accuracy. Powered
by a 400-hr. replaceable lithium battery, WindMates are accurate to within 3%. Each unit
is water-resistant, has a tripod fitting and auto shutoff feature, plus a 2 year warranty!

Current, maximum and average wind speed
(5,10,13 seconds)
Units measured: mph, kt, kp/h, bf, fpm, m/sec.
Wind direction, using built-in digital compass
Cross, head and tail wind calculation
Temperature

BH003 Sensit® P100 Personal Gas Monitor $259.95

Sensit® P100 Personal Gas Monitor
Detects hazardous levels of Carbon Monoxide, Hydrogen Sulfide or Oxygen

The SENSIT® P100 has high and low alarm levels through audio, visual and vibratory
warnings. TWA and STEL alarms are also included, as well as alarm-event data logging.
Durable rubber-coated housing withstands incredible abuse and is nearly waterproof.

Easy-to-use one button operation
Operates 2 years before service is required, resulting in more years of service
Serviceable sensors
Easy calibration
Made in USA
Limited 2 year warranty (including sensors)

Windchill
Relative humidity
Wet bulb
Dewpoint
Delta T
Comfort index

FireCalc Pocket Calculator

BH030 FireCalc Pocket Calculator $37.95

The FireCalc Pocket Calculator is back. The FireCalc is the only calculator on the 
market to offer solutions for engine pressure, friction loss, application rate, flow rate,
reaction force, etc. A training tool every firefighter needs when determining fire ground
hydraulics. Ship. wt. 1 lb.

Metric capability
Review features

Auto power off
CE approved

Mathematical 
functions

BH022 WindMate™ 300 Wind Meter $204.95
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